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"Second, melt the acquired poison, and then evolve into the inborn poison!" 

 

"Last but not least He sighed softly and said, "we need to" go through the disaster of the thunder again 

", that is, the thunder you faced yesterday. The thunder at that level is very weak according to the 

principle!" 

 

"But..." 

 

The ice sword immortal looked at Ji Lin and sighed, "how easy is it to let Ji Lin, who is in the early stage 

of the spiritual realm, bear the thunder that can blow up and kill the people in the orifices of the 

universe?" 

 

"It's just like a fool talking about a dream!" 

 

"This is also the reason why there has never been a congenital poison since the fall of the congenital 

poison God 300000 years ago, and it has appeared in the mainland, with obvious deeds! Even the 

postnatal poisons, over the years, are less than five fingers. Even before they have grown up completely, 

they have already fallen! " 

 

"This is what happened to Ji Lin!" 

 

"One year at most Of course, there are ways to make her sleep forever, but she won't die! " 

 

"Disciple, you should consider it by yourself. Tianlei, you can't intervene and bear it, otherwise the sky 

thunder will be stronger I think, after all, the power of the reincarnation cemetery is limited. It can block 

once, but not necessarily the second time! " 

 



"Besides, yesterday's thunder is only the first thunder in the contract." 

 

"There are three real disasters and thunder. One is better than the other..." 

 

After listening to the words of ice sword immortal, ye Chen is lost in thought! 

 

Sky thunder! 

 

At present, I have experienced two times. The first time is to refine a pill in danxu town. The pill needs to 

go through Dan Jie. At most, the power of the thunder in that time is equivalent to that in the middle 

period of emperor's realm. Moreover, Kunlun Xu is a low martial world, and its way of heaven is not 

strong. At most, it is equivalent to the power of the God King in the harmonious world! 

 

But Lingwu is the world of gaowu! 

 

Its thunder, the way of heaven, I'm afraid that compared with those in the Taixu state, if they have the 

cultivation and combat power of canonization, they will not be afraid of Tianlei and Tiandao! 

 

But if ye Chen's power now! 

 

And then hard anti thunder! 

 

If the reincarnation graveyard does not hand! 

 

That's death! 

 

As for the second time! 

 

It is the contract of the blood Saint devil recognized by the heavenly way. If the contract is violated, the 

heavenly way will bring down the heavenly calamity. There are three heavenly thunder in total. One 

thunder is equivalent to a full blow by a warrior in the three layers of the Xingqiao realm. The second 



time is equivalent to one time of the sixth heaven in the Xingqiao realm, and the third one is almost 

equal to the full effort of the nine layer tianwu in Xingqiao realm! 

 

Three thunder! 

 

There are few who can carry such thunder in the past dynasties! 

 

What's more, ye Chen? 

 

There is no samsara cemetery, almost impossible! 

 

"No!" 

 

"Jilin is Siqing's younger sister. She helped me too much in those five years. I can't let her be a living 

dead person!" 

 

"What's more, what's the way of heaven and thunder? I've broken two natural calamities. I don't care 

about the third one!" Ye Chen gazed at the ice sword immortal, the six deities Buddha and the God King, 

and asked cautiously: "some masters, the inborn poison gods in those days, since they can say such 

words, they must have gone through such calamities!" 

 

"Then 

 

"It is very likely that the inborn poison God has left some means, such as some powerful array!" 

 

"Can withstand the fall of thunder?" 

 

"Formation?" "The array is OK, but..." 

 

Eternal blood demon array? 



 

Sky Survey and earth array? 

 

Heaven and earth seal magic array? 

 

…… 

 

No, no! 

 

The power of these arrays is not enough. You can't stop the thunder attack by yourself! 

 

Unless there is a powerful person in charge, but the powerful one must at least have the ability to fight 

in the celestial sphere, otherwise 

 

However, when the Fengshen warrior comes, it will not be easy to help them. Even if they don't seek 

money or murder, it's good. As for inviting the Fengshen warrior to do it, I'm afraid it needs no less than 

a magic weapon! 

 

Artifact! 

 

The value of any artifact is above the ten weapons of time and space! 

 

Ye Chen, can not afford this price, they can not afford this price! 

 

"Formation!" 

 

"Tomb owner, I suddenly have an idea!" 

 

The king of nine dances said lightly: "at that time, Kunlun was empty, because there were not many 

immortal materials, so the array mostly relied on the energy of mountains and rivers as the carrier, or 



the common source body, and could often withstand the attack of two or three higher levels of martial 

arts!" 

 

"It's just like the heaven, earth and sky dragon array left by many predecessors in those years!" 

 

"This kind of array can even resist the attack and killing of the nine layer God King in the Hedao realm 

and resist the attack and killing of the martial arts in the realm of nature for a while, even if they are 

used by the martial artists in the Hunyuan area together!" 

 

Heaven, earth and sky dragon array! 

 

At that time, ye Chen led the major forces of each faction in Xuhe and Lingcheng of Kunlun, and 

gathered 90 martial artists in the spiritual realm! 

 

Controlling these arrays is to block the blood spirit clan in the later period of Shenwang state, and even 

fight with the soul clan elder in Hunyuan state. It is only because the elder of the soul clan and Dao state 

interferes that the array collapses and ye Chen is captured!"Yes!" 

 

"The mountains and rivers in Lingwu land are almost all separated by dragons!" 

 

"Under the dragon vein is the Earth Dragon formed by the earth Qi, which is equivalent to a half life 

body. If you can use the array to connect the mountains and rivers, the Dragon Qi and the earth Qi as 

the support, and then use the weapons of time and space, and even many other magic tools to build a 

large array, you can't block the thunder!" 

 

Ye Chen is very happy. This kind of array with the help of the force of mountains and rivers is very rare! 

 

Fortunately, in the ancient times of Kunlun Xu, the great powers who had been out of the realm of 

nature and even the realm of stars and orifices had left such arrays, which were just mastered by Ye 

Chen. Therefore, he used eight weapons of time and space to occupy the position of the eight trigrams, 

and then used 50 combined Dao artifact to form the five element heaven and man array of gold, wood, 

water, fire, earth, and earth. The sky thunder has been weakened by two arrays, and when it falls, at 

most it will be Is it equivalent to the level of Hunyuan? 

 



Then! 

 

Ye Chen is using the samsara cemetery to shield his breath and enter the array to replace Ji Lin to resist 

the bombardment of the sky thunder. He helps Jilin fully contain the power of thousand demons 

ginseng. Ji Lin will surely wake up and awaken the innate poison! 

 

"This situation!" 

 

"It's not impossible. It's just extremely difficult." 

 

"If there is a mistake, the owner of the tomb is likely to fall down!" After a long time of brewing, Bingjian 

xianzun said something like this. He wanted to stop it, but he didn't agree with reason, so he had to do 

it! 

 

"Fall?" 

 

"Heaven can't take my life!" 

 

"The road can't, there is no one in this world, any creature, rule can take my life!" 

 

Ye Chen stares at Ji Lin on the edge, pauses for a moment, and then says, "I will not let my man be a 

living dead man, not to mention forever. This battle, I will certainly arrange it!" 

 

Bingjian xianzun raised his head and looked at Ye Chen in a unique way. It seemed that he didn't know 

ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen! 

 

Too determined, or even stubborn! 

 

In Ye Chen's eyes, all things can be done without fear of any difficulties and obstacles! 



 

However, ye Chen did! 

Chapter 1492 

 

 

 

A life of death! 

 

Maybe it is because of this that ye Chen's state of mind can be improved at a very fast speed. It will take 

thousands of years to practice in seclusion like an ordinary person! 

 

"So..." 

 

"The war of time and space and the gap of the artifact of harmony of Tao..." 

 

"How to make up for it?" The ice sword immortal Zun solemnly said: "the Hunyuan immortal utensils 

and the divine king utensils can't be used. Even if there are tens of thousands of them, they will be 

destroyed in an instant!" 

 

This is the fundamental difference! 

 

No matter how many eggs, no stone hard! 

 

If you want to resist the thunder, at least it must be a magic weapon! 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen's lip corner instead outlines a touch of evil charm smile, quietly said: "you think, I 

buy thousand devil ginseng news, will leak out!" 

 

"Since it leaked out!" 

 



"Someone must kill me. Some small sects and small forces must be driven by big forces to kill me!" 

 

"But I left my own body to play with them, and I went to copy their nests. I can still get them." Ye Chen's 

eyes suddenly cold up, this move, not even playing with fire, is simply looking for death! 

 

As for buying? 

 

All schools and families are short of magic tools of the same way, so they can hardly sell them! 

 

What's more, even if Tianbao pavilion has a sale, it's not worthwhile to exchange hundreds of 

Shenwang's wares for one of them. It's better to grab them directly! 

 

"So..." 

 

What about the soldiers of time and space Asked the carefree God King, his face was no longer funny, 

but very calm! 

 

"Draw the snake out of the cave, and then use the force of thunder to destroy the snake hole and take 

its eggs!" Ye Chen slowly said a pair of more philosophical words. After listening carefully, all the gods 

and princes changed their faces. When they looked at Ye Chen, their eyes actually had the meaning of 

fear! 

 

"You want to..." 

 

"Do you want to attract the middle-level gods of fortune realm to come out and copy their nests?" 

 

"You Not afraid to die in their nest 

 

"Afraid?" 

 

"How can I talk about it?" 



 

"I have 4600 Shenwang tools, 217 Hunyuan Hunyuan immortal utensils, and 17 combined Dao artifacts!" 

 

Ye Chen got up, his eyes became very cold, and his whole body was filled with murderous spirit, just like 

killing God in the world. The cold voice lingered in the ears of many gods and kings, saying: "not to 

mention, there are 1600 Shenwang state war puppets!" 

 

"There are more than 70 puppets in the Hunyuan border war!" 

 

"Four puppets fighting together in the realm of Taoism!" 

 

"It is expected that once these things are blown up, they can kill about a dozen of the God kings of he 

Dao and level a medium-sized family headquarters." 

 

Medium sized families have vast territory! 

 

Usually, in the most important areas, there is only one supreme elder of the state of nature, and the rest 

belong to several God kings of he Dao. In addition, there are more than 100 Hunyuan Kingdom and 

nearly a thousand of God kings of he Dao. This is the only place to be attached! 

 

So attached! 

 

If ye Chen's war puppets and weapons explode in one piece, in addition to the supreme elder of the 

heaven realm, other immortality must also die! 

 

"You're crazy..." 

 

"Crazy No, it's too... " 

 

The three gods look trembling, almost can't believe what ye Chen said! 

 



Crazy! 

 

Madman! 

 

No, lunatic, real lunatic! 

 

How dare you make the idea of a medium-sized family headquarters when you are only in the third level 

of the divine kingdom? 

 

Even if he meets a God, ye Chen will be killed on the spot if he doesn't think about it! 

 

After hearing this, the three gods and Buddhas had their hands together. They understood that their 

Abbot Ye Chen was already a devil Buddha. They mainly killed and supplemented by Du Hua. They could 

not persuade them. Moreover, martial arts mainly focus on fighting. As long as it is feasible, it can only 

be contested, so that all can be done! 

 

"Dugu family..." 

 

"Although at the bottom of the list of the top ten forces!" 

 

"But, one thousand and three hundred years ago, they lost two supreme elders!" 

 

"Therefore, there is no God King in the nine layers of heaven, and the strongest one is the eight layers of 

heaven. Therefore, there should be more time and space left for the elder of the eight layers of heaven 

in the Hedao realm for the purpose of attacking the realm!" 

 

The pharmacist Buddha said: "I heard that the Dugu family is a branch of the holy dragon family. 

Therefore, there are more soldiers in time and space than those in the northern palace family. The 

strong ones in the family do not have to wait for the soldiers of time and space to break through like the 

northern Palace family." 

 

Dugu family! 



 

There are at least five or six redundant soldiers of time and space! 

 

According to the memory of pharmacist Buddha, the five supreme elders all hold the soldiers of time 

and space to fight. That proves that there are extra soldiers of time and space, which can be done! 

 

As for the lower class sect, it's not surprising that there is a God King in the same way. If you want to be 

promoted to a middle school, you must have the immortal in the realm of fortune to sit in the town! 

 

"The Dugu family should just want to kill me!""I want to trouble them too!" 

 

"This time, I'd better go to the Dugu family's territory directly, or even let the Beigong family help me, so 

that those old guys who have ideas will suffer!" Ye Chen is ambitious. If not for his previous behavior, 

showing his ability and courage, the six gods, Buddhas and gods would definitely think that he was 

greedy and not enough to swallow the elephant! 

 

God kingdom! 

 

Dare to seek the war of time and space! 

 

Who would have such an idea? 

 

All the martial arts in Shenwang state are trying to find Hunyuan immortal tools. Even if they can catch 

up with Ye Chen, they already have the idea of seeking space and time! 

 

Even, ye Chen still dares to make an idea to a medium-sized family! 

 

How outrageous is that? How arrogant? 

 

However, he had the courage and the ability to fight against the big family for a higher level of weapons! 

 



Make a decision! 

 

Since you want to be good, you should do it immediately. If you are late, you will change! 

 

Ye Chen directly out of the samsara cemetery, ready to go in the direction of the East Dugu family! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time! 

 

Ye Chen killed the seventh branch of the soul hall news has not spread! 

 

The general Hall of the Dugu family in the East is also a troubled time. The Warcraft uprising and even 

their Linghu family have been taken away by the holy dragon family directly under them! 

 

Only two elders are left! 

 

The four elders of Taishang are in charge of all sites! 

 

The five elders of the Supreme Court sit in the general hall! He is the one who was injured by the 

poisoning of thousand demons ginseng. Now he is in the headquarters of Linghu family! 

 

Ten families and sects in the western regions! 

 

Almost all the families obey the orders of the two top families in the northern region. Behind the sects, 

there are strong sects and families in the eastern region and the central region. This time, Linghu, Dugu, 

Baili, Beitang, and the evil demon palace have been taken away from the five forces of Linghu, Dugu, 

Baili, Beitang, and the evil devil's palace, and rushed to the devil kingdom to support them! 

 

"Quick, quick, quick!" 



 

"Count the treasure storage of the general hall, and prepare to hold the auction meeting again! This is 

the only way to enhance the strength of our nation at present! " 

Chapter 1493 

 

 

 

"This time..." The top five elders of the Dugu family looked at the fifth elder of the eight layers heaven in 

the Hedao realm and said, "this time, if you sell these things, you can find the Dharma protector of the 

holy dragon family for a piece of destiny fruit to repair your original foundation." 

 

"As long as you enter the realm of creation!" 

 

"The pressure of my Dugu family suddenly dropped." 

 

"Otherwise, we won't be killed outside. We can't get revenge!" 

 

He stopped for a moment, his eyes showed a fierce color, and said: "I heard that the little beast named 

Ye Chen was killed by the reward offered by the soul hall, right?" 

 

"Yes The five elders of the inner gate, Dugu Tianyu also nodded slightly, with a sense of helplessness on 

his face. 

 

Seven hundred years ago, his original foundation was injured, so that he stayed in the eight levels of 

heaven in the Hedao realm and couldn't go any further. Now he has to involve his family to hold an 

auction to raise funds for himself to buy tianmingguo, which makes him very ashamed! 

 

"Offer a reward!" 

 

"Good..." The five elders of the Supreme Master showed a shadowy smile and said, "send a letter 

immediately and invite Ye Chen, the little beast, to participate in the auction. Then the elder personally 



killed the little beast. On the one hand, he avenged the young master, and on the other hand, he could 

also get some magic objects of the same way." 

 

"This time..." 

 

"Auctioning these useless medicinal materials and magic weapons will be great if you can exchange a 

large number of them! As for the soldiers of time and space... " 

 

He put his old hand on the nanmu chair and said: "our Dugu family does not lack the soldiers of time and 

space. What we lack is the people who can use the weapons of time and space. If we can cultivate two 

immortal statues in the realm of nature this time, we will be able to recover the glory of 5000 years 

ago." 

 

"As for these herbs, tiannanmu, xingchenshi..." 

 

"Hopeless sea sand, thousand demons, ginseng, and so on. There are not many warriors needed..." 

 

Looking at the seven elders of the inner gate of the auction, the five elders said, "so, send invitation 

cards to all the martial artists nearby. Yan Ming, it is our Linghu family that will take the lead this time. 

The fierce demon palace, the Linghu family, the Baili family, the Beitang family and Feiyu Pavilion will 

participate. There are a lot of treasures. We sincerely invite strong people from all walks of life to bid!" 

 

The five elders of the Supreme Master did not expect that the Bureau he set up seemed to have 

achieved Ye Chen! 

 

Mantis catches cicadas and yellow finches are behind! 

 

Who is the mantis! Who is the Yellow Finch, not sure! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, there is a cold place in the north of Lingwu. 



 

It's covered with layers of ice. 

 

The environment is extremely bad. 

 

Everything around, because of the temperature, there is almost no life. 

 

Of course, the only use here is the existence of a space transmission array. 

 

It's just that because of the surrounding environment, almost no one will enter. 

 

More importantly, the place where the transmission array communicates is a low martial world called 

Kunlun Xu. 

 

As a world of high martial arts, except for the blood spirit people, most people in Lingwu land are not 

interested in the world of low martial arts. 

 

At this moment, the vast cold land, only with the cold wind. 

 

Bleak. 

 

Dead. 

 

Suddenly, the long silent space transmission array is flowing with a bright light. 

 

More and more light! 

 

In the end, a column of light was formed directly and went to the sky! 

 



I don't know how long after that, the light beam gradually disappeared. 

 

A veiled girl emerges from the transmission array. 

 

Although the veil can not cover the beautiful face of a girl. 

 

Indifferent eyes seem to melt into all the red dust gas. 

 

The girl was dressed in a white plum blossom cicada wing dress, just like a rosy shadow on her 

shoulders, with a golden lace ribbon standing in her slender waist, which was full of immortal spirit. 

 

It is like willow's waist, round hips, slender legs, forming an almost perfect proportion. 

 

There is a beautiful woman in the North who is unique and independent. I'm afraid that is the girl. 

 

The girl's eyes looked around everything around her, and her mouth outlined a smile: "is this the land of 

Lingwu? As expected, the aura is much more abundant than Kunlun Xu. " 

 

"At that time, as the top power of Lingwu continent, juechan palace was the nightmare of countless 

powerful people, but it was doomed to be destroyed." 

 

"This time, I, Wei Ying, came with the spirit of evil blood and shouldered the life of recovery of Jue Han 

emperor palace." 

 

"I will let people in Lingwu mainland see why women are not inferior to men! Even if it is a declining 

Dynasty, it can return to its peak! " 

 

At this moment, Wei Ying broke out in a very strong momentum. 

 

There is a shadow of ice crystal Phoenix on the top of my head. 



 

There was a faint vision above the sky. 

 

"According to the elder, my Sha Xue spirit can only show its power in Lingwu land. Today I want to try to 

find out what is the real Sha Xue spirit body!" 

 

As the cold voice fell, Wei Ying stretched out her slender hand, and a drop of blood essence overflowed 

from her fingers. 

 

"Tick tock." 

 

The blood essence fell on the icy ground under Wei Ying's feet.The next moment, the whole world 

seems to have a sense of earthquake. 

 

Visible to the naked eye! That almost a hundred or even a thousand feet of ice is slowly melting! 

 

The power of blood essence is like a ripple on the water surface, spreading continuously. 

 

The ice tree melts, and its vitality glows. 

 

A monster ice sculpture in the Hunyuan state is also broken. 

 

Restore the flesh. 

 

Eyes open, full of surprise. 

 

Not only the Hunyuan realm, but also the monsters and beasts in the Hedao realm have been revived! 

 

These monsters don't know why they were sealed by ice and became ice sculptures. 

 



There is almost no life. 

 

But now, a drop of blood essence, is to give them vitality! 

 

The cold mountains in the distance have become a holy mountain full of vitality! 

 

Wei Ying's foot turned into a boundless lake in an instant. 

 

She was suspended on the lake, feeling everything around her. 

 

Countless monsters run towards Wei Ying in the center of the lake! 

 

It is quite spiritual to kneel down to Wei Ying. 

 

Monsters have spirits. They know who saved them! 

 

What's more, the girl in the middle of the lake seems to have a special force to suppress their blood! 

 

Even if they are many times higher than girls! 

 

Don't dare to make any mistakes! 

 

Wei Ying looked at all the monsters around her, outlined a satisfied smile at the corner of her mouth, 

and then, with a little finger, said to a white demon fox in Hedao state: "you come here." 

 

He Daojing demon fox suspended on the water, came to Wei Ying, knelt down, and said cautiously, 

"master..." 

 

"You call me master? Are you willing to obey me? " Wei Ying was slightly surprised. She didn't know that 

a drop of her blood essence could have such a harvest. "Can you turn into a human being?" 



 

White fox nods, next second, the whole body is suffused with bursts of light, and finally becomes a girl's 

appearance. 

 

The figure of white fox is about seventeen or eighteen years old. She is dressed in white and plain 

clothes. Her face is delicate and her skin is white and greasy. Under her beautiful face, even the most 

beautiful clothes are pale and colorless. 

 

Of course, it can't be compared with Wei Ying at the moment. 

 

Wei Ying was very satisfied with the white fox's figure and nodded: "after that, you will stay with me and 

be my personal servant girl. I will call you Bai er." 

 

It is the first time for a strong man to be a servant girl in Lingwu mainland! 

 

"Yes, master." 

 

Bai Er nodded. 

 

Wei Ying took a look at Bai'er, and her eyes fell on a large number of kneeling monsters. The cold voice 

resounded through the whole world! 

 

"And don't call me master, call me palace master." 

 

"From now on, I have only one identity." 

 

"The Supreme Master of Jue Han Emperor's palace!" 

 

Absolute cold emperor palace! 

 



These four words come out! 

 

Bai'er's eyes are wide and startled to the extreme! 

 

Not only she, but all the monsters around her, there was a deep fear in her eyes! 

 

What kind of existence can make the Hunyuan realm, and even the Hedao realm, terrifying! 

 

Everyone dare not look into the eyes of the girl in the lake. 

 

They have only one answer in mind. 

 

The nightmare of Lingwu land finally came back. 

Chapter 1494 

 

 

 

Wei Ying saw the reaction of Bai'er and many monsters that she realized the significance of juechan 

emperor palace to Lingwu land. 

 

She still underestimated juechan palace. 

 

"Bai Er, how much do you know about juechan palace?" Wei Ying's lips opened, and a faint voice was 

heard. 

 

Bai Er looked at Wei Ying in fear and hesitated for a long time before he said: "palace master, Jue Han 

Emperor's palace has always been a taboo in Lingwu land, and few people are willing to mention it." 

 

"I have practiced for thousands of years, but I only know that juehan Emperor Palace once stood at the 

peak of Lingwu land! But for some reason, the palace of juechan emperor disappeared overnight. " 



 

"As if it never existed." 

 

"What's more, all the top forces in Lingwu announced that the palace of juechan emperor was a magic 

palace of a generation. From then on, the warriors in Lingwu land could not be mentioned! Moreover, 

the ruins of juehan emperor's Palace are also closed by Da Neng's array, and no one is allowed to enter. 

" 

 

Hearing this, Wei Ying's eyes instantly produced a cold killing intention. 

 

In an instant, the lake water under Wei Ying's feet actually condensed into ice again! 

 

Endless killing idea covers many monsters! 

 

This moment is hell! 

 

"Palace master..." Bai er's face is almost pale to the extreme. 

 

Wei Ying responded and took back her momentum. 

 

She thought of something, suddenly serious way: "Jue Han Palace things are not so simple, I am afraid 

those top forces want to cover up what." 

 

"Now that I have come to Lingwu, some things will be revealed by me." 

 

"I'm not strong enough now. I need to break through as soon as possible." 

 

"By the way, have you ever heard of a man named Ye Chen?" 

 

At the mention of this name, Wei Ying, who was originally light and light, was a little excited. 



 

It was as if there was a ripple on the calm lake. 

 

Bai Er frowned and shook his head: 

 

"palace master, I don't know much about it. As for the rest, we have been frozen for too long, and have 

been isolated from the outside information, so naturally we don't know." 

 

"But we are still familiar with Lingwu, so we should be able to investigate..." 

 

Wei Ying sighed and walked towards the shore step by step: "well, it's not so easy to find out the 

whereabouts of that guy. After all, he was chased by the blood spirit clan. At present, I need to build the 

palace of absolute cold as soon as possible. " 

 

"The ancestors of juehan palace gave me a map and a special jade card. It's time to get back some of the 

things hidden in juehan palace." 

 

Soon, a group of monsters around a beautiful veil girl disappeared in the picture. 

 

It's as if it never happened. 

 

…… 

 

The screen rotates. 

 

The Dugu family is preparing for the auction in full swing. 

 

They held the auction together with five middle-sized families and forces, and the Tianbao pavilion was 

the guarantor. Not to mention it was extremely grand, but also extremely spectacular. The six overlords 

who almost ruled the western regions held the auction together. This kind of thing has not happened for 

tens of thousands of years! 



 

Once the auction! 

 

At most, they are organized by two middle families, two middle sects, or three middle forces! 

 

It's hard to imagine how huge the auction will be! 

 

I'm afraid the number is comparable to the auction held by the three top families once every 50000 

years! 

 

Auction! 

 

In fact, it can be counted as a barter scene! 

 

It is basically based on the best immortal stones. Most of them are immortal tools. They bid for various 

kinds of treasures. Within the jurisdiction of the six major forces, all the warriors in the kingdom of gods 

can auction their useless weapons, or those that are difficult to keep or don't like. As a result, a large 

number of other immortal weapons can be auctioned Refining resources! 

 

This is the bidding method of the middle and lower martial arts! 

 

On the other hand, the upper level, such as the five elders of Taishang, all exchange things for things. 

They exchange the tools of the way of harmony, the heaven's destiny grass, the weapons of time and 

space, the gold smelting Star iron, and the weapons of time and space, and so on! 

 

Compared with the middle and lower martial arts trade, the quantity and treasure involved are much 

more precious! 

 

For a while, Dugu Tianyu, the five elders of Neimen, was not surprised and said: "the six western regions 

hold an auction together It's a long time ago. Why did the Dugu family take the lead and bid for the 

treasures such as thousand demons ginseng and hopeless sea sand... " 

 



Thousand demons ginseng! 

 

Hopeless sea sand! 

 

Tiannanmu, xingxingshi, tianmingcao and so on, each of which is a vital treasure! 

 

Even many of them are treasures that the Dugu family has stored for thousands of years, even 

thousands of years. Why should they be taken out now? 

 

Even if you need to exchange the original destiny fruit, you don't need the family to take out so many 

treasures, right? 

 

"Ha ha..." 

 

"You don't understand..." The fifth elder of the Supreme Master, Dugu Feiyu, with a gloomy smile, 

glanced at a group of Dharma protectors and disciples who came to carry the treasures, and said 

cautiously, "did you not find the chaos in the devil kingdom?"Devil's land! 

 

To be exact, it is the boundary outside the northern region of Lingwu continent. It seems to be an area 

where sea and land are intertwined. It is filled with all kinds of fierce beasts and descendants of 

Warcraft from ancient times and ancient times, and even the descendants of many demon gods who 

were killed by powerful human beings in ancient times are also in the world of Warcraft! 

 

No one knows how big the devil kingdom is! 

 

The edge of the world of Warcraft is the entrance of the nine Jedi. Other sea and land are connected 

with the northern region. For hundreds of thousands of years, they have been attacking and invading 

Lingwu land. At the same time, the holy dragon family and the Shenlong family, the two top families, are 

also the main forces to resist many fierce beasts in the world of Warcraft! 

 

"In recent decades!" 

 



"The attack of the devil kingdom is more and more fierce!" 

 

Dugu Feiyu suddenly looked up at Dugu Tianyu with cold and bloody eyes, and said: "you can't fail to 

find that, except for the Phoenix family in the eastern region and its forces, which need to resist the 

impact from luochahai, the top leaders of the other four clans have been recruited to resist the demon 

Kingdom?" 

 

"Conscription?" 

 

"I found out..." Dugu Tianyu was a little puzzled and said: "since ancient times, there have been cases of 

high-level warriors recruited by two top families to resist the demon kingdom." 

 

Not since ancient times! 

 

At least 70000 years ago to now, it's all like this! 

 

When the vast majority of sects are hardly full, there are warriors in the northern region to help the two 

families resist the impact of the devil kingdom! 

 

Is there a problem? 

 

Or is it that the elder has a lot of soldiers? 

 

"Stupid!" 

 

Dugu Feiyu put his left hand on Dugu Tianyu's shoulder. With a little bit of force, he heard the sound of 

Daodao's bone breaking. At the same time, there was a black mist on the wound, which seemed to be 

toxin. It was estimated that his poison injury was not completely cured, so that the large pieces of flesh 

and blood on Dugu Tianyu's shoulder were corroded! 

 

"Elder!" 

 



"I know my mistake Tianyu knows his mistake... " 
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Dugu Tianyu's face was pale, and he knelt down in a hurry. He didn't dare to make any more mistakes. 

He didn't even dare to recover the injury on his shoulder! 

 

Once he behaved like this, the surrounding Hunyuan realm Dharma protectors and Shenwang realm 

guards all stopped what they were doing and knelt down, but they didn't dare to contradict the five 

elders of the supreme emperor. If the five elders of the inner clan said a few wrong words, half of their 

arms were lost, not to mention their lower status! 

 

In Lingwu land, we should respect Wu Dao! 

 

The strong in martial arts is absolute authority and hegemony, not only to the enemy and others! 

 

Even for their own people will guarantee absolute authority and prestige! 

 

"In the four regions of South, northwest and central China, a total of hundreds of immortals from the 

realm of nature have been selected!" 

 

"There are more than 50 gods and martial artists, and even dozens of real gods, who jointly resist the 

attack of the devil kingdom!" Dugu Feiyu was full of cold breath, and his eyes swept over the people. He 

said: "in the past, the number of martial artists from the middle sects of the two big families was not 

more than 20%, but now it is more than 60%." 

 

"Ten days ago!" 

 

"There are more than 40 immortals in the ten major clans in the western regions who have been taken 

away!" 

 



"In this case, you don't know that it's time to change the situation?" He took a long breath and said, "the 

master of the house is closing down. The four elders of the supreme emperor sit in all the districts under 

their jurisdiction, so the master's family will take their own authority as their command." 

 

"Since the wind and cloud change, it means that the world has changed!" 

 

"If you keep these treasures, what's the use of these materials 

 

"The best strategy is to sell them by auction and exchange them for weapons of the same way, soldiers 

of time and space, and enhance their own combat power." 

 

Dugu Feiyu gazed at Dugu Tianyu and asked, "do you understand?" 

 

"Understand, understand!" 

 

"I understand. Please forgive me Dugu Tianyu's face was covered with sweat, and he couldn't get up on 

his knees! He is such a God King in the eight layers of heaven. Facing the immortal, he says that he has 

no strength to fight back, but it is not empty! 

 

Dugu Feiyu looked at many Dharma protectors and Dharma protectors, and said: "please hurry up. This 

auction will be held in Tianjian City, the main city of our Dugu family. In ten days, people from the five 

major forces will arrive. This is the most important thing since ten thousand years. You should be 

prepared for it!" 

 

The voice dropped! 

 

Those Dharma protectors and guards went on to work, but the speed was obviously faster than before! 

 

Dugu family! 

 

The huge storehouse is full of tens of thousands of square meters, storing a variety of treasures, from 

the unique spirit of immortal tools, God King tools, Hunyuan immortal weapons, and then to weapons 



with special strength, such as the God King tools containing the five elements of the power of gold, 

wood, water, fire, earth, and immortal materials containing thunder, earth and fire. It seems that there 

are countless of them. The guards of the divine Kingdom have untied the restrictions one by one , and 

then take out the treasures with the Hunyuan frontier protector! 

 

Hundreds of bodyguards of the divine kingdom! 

 

In cooperation with more than 50 Hunyuan territory Dharma protectors, there are thousands of 

Shenjing slaves who are responsible for carrying them. Such a large team started operations from the 

previous day, and even today, Dugu Feiyu and Dugu Tianyu have not yet finished moving a quarter of 

the treasures in the warehouse! 

 

"Tianyu!" 

 

"You have let me down these days. In the future, you have become a state of fortune. You can only 

serve as the vanguard of the family!" 

 

Dugu Feiyu's expression softened a little, and then he said: "in addition, there are also three elders in 

the family who are in harmony with the seven levels of heaven. Then I will help you four break into the 

realm of creation together." 

 

"Then, each of you holds a weapon of time and space!" 

 

"It's enough to compete with the old man who created Huajing. In this way, my Dugu family is one of the 

most powerful left behind schools among the top ten forces." 

 

North Palace family, Linghu family, fierce demon palace, fire cult and other nine forces! 

 

Almost every faction has more than three deities and less than twelve deities. Only three days ago, they 

received the call of the holy dragon family and the divine dragon family, and each family left two of 

them, and the others were transferred away! 

 

If it was the Dugu family, there would be three gods in the realm of nature! 



 

It is comparable to the sum of the left behind forces of the two middle sects! 

 

Take advantage of this time to expand the territory and enhance the family power. Maybe by the time 

the other forces return, the Dugu family will become the largest family in the western regions! 

 

"Ten days later!" 

 

"The leaders of the five forces will come with their treasures." 

 

"They are all gods and princes in the nine layers of heaven. We Dugu family does not have a God King of 

nine layers of heaven. If I am not suitable to meet them, you are responsible for meeting them!" Dugu 

Feiyu said slowly! 

 

Dugu Tianyu was stunned and asked, "what's the nine layers of heaven in the realm of Tao?" 

 

The five forces are enough for this! 

 

At this time, the nine layers of heaven should not be closed to practice, in order to further? 

 

Actually personally escorted the team over?Dugu Feiyu seemed to see the idea of Dugu Tianyu, and 

then explained: "in this auction, the six forces will come together and take out their own treasures. If 

they don't send the gods and kings from the nine layers of heaven to defend them, can't they be robbed 

by some thieves and bandits?" 

 

"It's our Tianjian city. We're going to set up a large array!" 

 

"In case some audacious people come to auction 

 

Since ancient times! 

 



Will an auction attract the attention of bandits? 

 

Absolutely, and will be robbed by bandits! 

 

These bandits, the worst of all are Hunyuan realm worshipers, and even some of them are God kings. In 

history, there have been bandits who have been building the world for more than half a step. They have 

directly robbed a group of treasures and fled far away from the end of the world, but they have not 

been found yet! 

 

If you are not strong, how about more treasures? 

 

If you don't have a good master, the treasure is not yours, because you can't keep it! 

 

Therefore, the six forces jointly hold the auction, and the guard's battle is the most important. If it is 

attacked by a certain bandit, the six forces can only wait to be dry and stare! 

 

At that time, they had no face but to go home to review! 

 

"Understand!" 

 

"Tianjian city is equipped with a nine heaven fiefdom array!" 

 

"Besides The places where the major forces carry their treasures are arranged with arrays inside and 

outside to prevent them from being attacked! " After thinking for a while, Dugu Tianyu asked: "elder 

Taishang, according to the truth, in the past auctions, were not all treasures stored in the leader's 

heaven and earth ring? Why, we still need a large array? " 

 

The array is not used to protect a person! 

 

To protect a group of people! 

 



According to the truth, in the past, when there were auctions, the treasures didn't have to be stored in 

the hands of several people. Then when these people came, they could open an auction directly. 

Moreover, the bandits who could kill those people were not very effective even if they set up the array! 
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Bang!! 

 

Dugu Feiyu slapped Dugu Tian's Royal fan and said in a cold voice: "for such a grand auction, treasures 

are stored in one or several people's hands. Who will agree?" 

 

"No matter who that person is, the respective forces will not agree!" 

 

"As soon as they enter the city, they will find a place to take out the treasures and store them in, and 

each of them will send someone to guard them, so as not to steal themselves! That's why I asked you to 

arrange the array. The things that came for auction this time, especially a drop of postnatal poison from 

the evil devil's palace, the thousand evil ginseng of our Dugu family, are priceless things. Maybe some 

old monsters of poison clan covet them! " 

 

"If these things are gone, are you responsible?" 

 

"Or am I responsible?" 

 

Let's say it! 

 

Dugu Tianyu just stood up, but he could only bow his head and acquiesce! 

 

Small auction, only a few strong people to transport the treasure. 

 

Big auction, too expensive! 



 

No matter how strong the reputation is, they can not be allowed to take the responsibility of guarding 

the treasures. All the things that have been transported this time are of great value. Everyone is afraid 

that their own family members will be in charge of stealing themselves, or that they may unite with 

some rogues to steal! 

 

Therefore, the unified hand over, we keep the best together! 

 

"It's the supreme elder. I understand!" 

 

"I will do it well." Dugu Tianyu said respectfully. 

 

"Wait!" 

 

"By the way, what about ye Chen's little bastard?" Dugu Feiyu looked cold and stopped for a moment, 

then said: "it is said that he has broken a soul clan branch rudder? There seems to be someone behind 

it? " 

 

"I asked you to invite him to the auction just now!" 

 

"Change, change to invite him to come to participate in the auction cooperation matters!" 

 

"I think that ye Chen will sell to get the soul clan treasure. It is the best to deal with it at the auction! In 

particular, Tianbao Pavilion is established by three top families, and its reputation is reliable. It can 

deceive him! " 

 

Dugu Feiyu thought of the cableway: "after deceiving me, find out who is behind him! Find out, unite all 

forces and kill them! " 

 

"Our medium-sized families and sects are certainly not overlords." 

 

"But our master, your highness, is not such a despicable bastard who can be killed!" 



 

"Since he killed him, he simply cheated him to solve the problem. In any case, after which auction was 

not a shower of blood? One more Ye Chen is nothing! " 

 

"Yes! Elder Supreme Master 

 

"Ye Chen, a little beast, dares to kill my son of Dugu family with some people behind him!" 

 

"This lowly bastard should be killed. The best way to kill him is to strip his skin and cramp, and then put 

it on a Hunyuan red iron chain and burn it with nine hell flames day and night until it is turned into ashes 

for a hundred years!" Dugu Tianyu is also full of indignation, holding his fist, and his hatred for ye Chen is 

obvious! 

 

Over the years, the Dugu family has been at war with several other clans! 

 

It's not that there is no such thing as the death of the son of the family! 

 

But without exception, they all died in the son of the other family, or some powerful God King of the 

same way, or even the hand of the immortal in the realm of fortune! 

 

When is it Ye Chen's turn to kill such a mean bastard? 

 

Even if the young master is going to die! 

 

Can only die in the hands of other princes in the same position! 

 

You mean bastard, you don't deserve to kill! 

 

Besides, since I killed them, I would have to torture this little animal for hundreds of years to show the 

dignity of my Dugu family. Otherwise, I would dare to attack my family members! 

 



"Good!" 

 

"You can arrange it quickly!" 

 

"In addition, the people behind Ye Chen are very bold, and they are likely to be the bandits in the crack 

sky list. Be careful that the guy stealthily attacks you or the other five forces!" Dugu Feiyu thought for a 

while, and then said: "OK, go on, and supervise Ye Chen's location all the time. As for the situation that 

the soul hall secretly sent people to kill Ye Chen..." 

 

Soul Hall branch is destroyed! 

 

Except for the senior members of the big families! 

 

Other folk martial artists, or people of lower sects, did not know, or even most of them did not know 

that there was a force of soul hall. Ye Chen killed the branch of soul hall! 

 

But the soul of the hall of the soul, but ye Chen coveted the body of the saint as an excuse to hunt! 

 

It's obviously a little fishy! 

 

However, as long as there are so many gods in the Jinyou hall, you don't have to wait for the gods to die! 

 

"Elder Taishang!" 

 

"The soul hall has a feud with us. Do you need to help the soul hall and hunt Ye Chen?" Dugu Tianyu 

asked! 

 

"No need!" Dugu Feiyu dismissively said: "a mere Ye Chen, on the pretext of inviting him to hunt him, 

has already made me feel a little uncomfortable, let alone even hook up the enemy to kill him!" 

 



"Ye Chen, not worthy yet!""As long as ye Chen arrives, if before the auction, casually find an excuse to 

kill it!" 

 

"Yes After receiving the order, Dugu Tianyu immediately went down to arrange! 

 

Tianjian City, the main city of the Dugu family, was full of excitement. Many grand and tall auction 

platforms were built. All kinds of folk warriors and even many lower sects of martial arts swarmed into 

Tianjian City, ready to participate in the auction! 

 

…… 

 

Now. 

 

Ye Chen can't be idle. He needs to rush to the Dugu family as soon as possible. 

 

Lingwu is a vast land, so the distance between Dugu family and Beigong family is not close. 

 

Now ye Chen can't tear the void, so we should strive for time. 

 

When ye Chen was ready to leave, he suddenly noticed something. When he grasped it with his right 

hand, a strange stone bracelet even flickered with a faint light. 

 

This bracelet has been left by him in the corner of the samsara cemetery, it is difficult to detect. 

 

If Ji Lin was not in a coma, he would not have noticed it. 

 

"Yes?" 

 

Ye Chen frowns tightly and stares at the bracelet. His expression is even more strange to the extreme. 

 



"Wei Ying?" 

 

He murmured, and the past poured in. 

 

Wei Ying did not know how many times she helped her mother Jiang Peirong in Huaxia demonstration 

University. 

 

He owes Wei Ying only. 

 

As for Wei Ying's feelings, ye Chen can not tell. 

 

Wei Ying might have been an ordinary college English teacher, but she didn't expect that because of 

herself, she had awakened to the evil blood and cold body. 

 

Perhaps it is the evil blood cold body, tied up the two people. 

 

But ye Chen couldn't understand why the bracelet flickered at this time. 

 

It contains a strong prohibition, which will flicker in case of special circumstances on both sides. 

 

Of course, there is a bigger premise that two people are in the same place. 

 

"Did Wei Ying come to Lingwu 

 

Ye Chen's heart thump, although there is no news of Wei Ying for a long time, but he knows that Wei 

Ying can't survive unless she enters the state of evil blood and cold body. 

 

What is this girl doing in Lingwu? 
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Ye Chen feels a little headache, but for now, he has no energy to look for Wei Ying. 

 

However, judging from the brightness of the bracelet, Wei Ying should not be dangerous. 

 

At the time of Ye Chen's meditation, an old voice slowly fell down: "boy, how do you feel in Lingwu land, 

are you still used to it?" 

 

Hearing this familiar voice, ye Chen's expression is stiff in an instant! 

 

The next second, I saw an old man with a wine pot standing not far from him. 

 

The old man took a sip of wine, his face was slightly red, his eyes were burning at Ye Chen, as if he had a 

strong interest. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen has too many doubts in his heart. From the fragrant river of Huaxia, to Kunlun 

Xu, to Lingwu continent, this old man has always existed! 

 

The key to the other party is also very clear about the situation of grandfather and ancient things! 

 

"Who are you? Why follow me? " 

 

"And what did you say I was going to face a more terrifying force?" 

 

"Since my grandfather has set up the game, why don't you tell me that he has to go through your 

mouth?" 

 

Ye Chen asked several questions in a row, but the old man was not in a hurry. He found a rock to lie 

down and drink wine, leisurely and contented. 



 

"Boy, don't let the cat out of the bag." 

 

"What's more, I don't even know about you. It's interesting. It's interesting. " 

 

"If I guess correctly, you are going to the auction of Dugu family now." 

 

"You are the first one who dares to rob such a poisonous thing as thousand evil ginseng in the kingdom 

of God." 

 

This words a, ye Chen's facial expression changes abruptly! 

 

How could the old man know his intention! 

 

Ye Chen subconsciously kills the opportunity to emerge. 

 

However, the old man's fingers move, the coagulation of the killing machine suddenly disappeared. 

 

"Boy, your biggest shortcoming is that you are murderous and fierce." 

 

"Of course, your greatest advantage is also the murderous and violent spirit of your body." 

 

"Don't worry. I'm putting my bet on you. How can I do it to you?" 

 

"Today I come to see you. First, I want to see how you are in Lingwu. Second, I'm here to reveal 

something." 

 

"I admit I didn't think much of you before, but now I've changed my mind." 

 



"You are what I think are the most qualified to fight against the existence of those people!" 

 

Ye Chen Mou son shrinks: "you mentioned those people again, who are they in the end? Is it the way of 

heaven in Lingwu 

 

This is the strongest existence that ye Chen can think of! 

 

However, the old man laughed: "compared with those people, the way of heaven is far worse." 

 

"No more nonsense. Two things." 

 

"First, you come from the earth Kunlun void. Your breath is too obvious to be detected by the strong. 

This is because you did not enter the Lingwu continent according to the Convention. If you have a 

chance, you may meet some predecessors who are also from the Kunlun void of the earth. At that time, 

the virtual mark of earth Kunlun on your body will be completely eliminated, Those people won't find 

you either. " 

 

"You have made a lot of noise in the land of heaven and earth, even the soul clan. If your life is not good, 

it is easy for those people to notice in advance." 

 

"Then, together with their minds, they will be able to erase this little threat from you." 

 

Ye Chen is stunned, a cold feeling behind. 

 

He knew that the old man could not cheat him. 

 

His current strength is not enough to compete with the so-called power! 

 

He just wanted to ask what, but the old man didn't pay any attention to it. He interrupted directly: 

"second, what's behind you..." 

 



Before he finished speaking, the old man suddenly felt something and looked northwest. 

 

He snorted coldly: "it seems that those guys haven't been staring at you, but you have been targeted by 

other guys ahead of time." 

 

"I'm not afraid of those little guys, but my existence can't be known by some people, otherwise, not only 

you, but also your grandfather's game will be destroyed." 

 

"I'll leave first. You can keep on going. I'll come back to you in a few days." 

 

"I hope you'll be able to leave the auction alive then!" 

 

Finish saying, the old man is from ye Chen's sight to leave. 

 

Ye Chen knows that once he enters this bureau, it is very difficult to leave. However, his strength is not 

enough. Some things are really not qualified to know, so he can only take a look at each step. 

 

He took a look along the northwest direction, shook his head helplessly, and continued to move towards 

the direction of Dugu family. 

 

…… 

 

In the northern region, a mountain called the land of thousands of swords, each peak has a huge sword. 

The sword spirit and clouds are flying around, which makes it very ethereal. On the sacred mountain of 

wanzhang, there is a magnificent palace group! 

 

The first of the huge palace, the whole body is made of the material of Hedao artifact! 

 

It's a manifestation of a palace like a Taoist artifact! 

 



Palace artifact!The biggest effect is that people can be put in anytime and anywhere, and they can be 

reduced and taken away. However, this palace stands on the holy mountain and has not been moved for 

tens of thousands of years. But today, if you want to move it, you can't do it! 

 

In contrast to the palace artifacts, there are a large number of warriors, some wearing black robes, some 

wearing red robes, white clothes and so on. They are from the soul hall, the holy dragon family and the 

hundred immortals palace! 

 

Around the palace artifacts, all the warriors of the palace of wanjiandi are armed with long swords, and 

their white robes are dyed with blood. It seems that after a bloody battle before, most of the land 

boundaries have been occupied, and only the palace at the core has not been captured! 

 

This is the headquarters of wanjiandi palace! 

 

As qingjianxianzun and ye Chen said at the beginning, they were attacked by five Fengshen wuzun, 

twelve Huajing xianzun, and even more. Wanjiandi palace suffered heavy losses! 

 

In the palace, five sword gods are sitting in the hall. Compared with the sixteen swordsmen such as 

Qingjian xianzun, the injuries are not mild. Many of the immortal deities' limbs are cut off and difficult to 

heal! 

 

"Everybody, what's going on now..." 

 

"It's very serious. Of course we can leave, but those disciples can't escape!" 

 

"The palace of swords has been locked. I can't shrink and take it away!" The flame sword God sitting on 

the throne said helplessly. 

 

He is the master of wanjiandi palace. He is powerful in Xingqiao state! 

 

However, even these sword gods are hard to sustain. Facing the United forces coming from the siege, 

they are helpless. If they are not highly cultivated and have excellent sword skills, they may have been 

seriously injured! 



 

"Escape?" 

 

"No way!" Another frost sword God was angry and cried, "if we leave, what will happen to the hundreds 

of thousands of disciples in the palace behind us? What about the thousands of Shenwang state 

disciples who died in the war and hundreds of Hunyuan realm Dharma protectors and shangbaidao gods 

 

"Will they not avenge their revenge?" 

 

"Soul hall, holy dragon family, hundred immortals palace, these damned bastards!" 

 

"It's just killing some of their legitimate disciples, sons and daughters, as for that! 

 

Is it to deceive our ancestors that no one can suppress them? " 
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"The three forces Is it just because we killed a few of their children and their disciples started a 

movement? " On the edge, a female sword God in a pale yellow robe sighed. Her eyes swept over many 

martial artists in the hall and said, "the old ancestor has been buried for three hundred years because of 

his injury." 

 

"Who on earth did it come from?" 

 

The female sword God is the Deputy master of wanjian emperor palace. She is a god of broad sea sword. 

She is not weak, but she is almost attacked and killed by the old people in the soul hall! 

 

Some of the old guys in the soul hall were called to the devil's kingdom. Unexpectedly, many of them 

ran out. They also united with some forces of the holy dragon family to surround and kill wanjian 

emperor palace! 

 



"Flame!" 

 

"Frost, Huangpu, broad sea, roll out to fight!" 

 

"In the past, you dare to kill our three ancestors. Today we will fight to the death!" 

 

A god worship elder from the palace of hundred immortals came and called out loudly! 

 

"Old witch!" 

 

"I'm afraid you won't do it!" 

 

In the middle of the sword, the sword is as fierce as the sky! 

 

In contrast, the elder of the hundred immortals palace took out a long blue sword and chopped it 

horizontally. The light of the sword turned into a small world and leaped forward! 

 

Boom!! 

 

The two forces collided and burst, causing the earth to crack the sky and destroy mountains with giant 

swords at the same time! 

 

Soon, the sword God of Huangpu and the Fengshen elder of the hundred immortals palace were fighting 

together. It was like two rounds of the sun colliding. For a moment, the earth was shaking. In the blink of 

an eye, the two fought thousands of moves, and one round of sun's light was greatly reduced! 

 

"Huangpu old thief!" 

 

"Hand over the real artifact, rao'er will not die!" 

 



Another demon warrior of the spirit clan rises into the sky and turns into the sun to kill him. There is a 

violent explosion between the heaven and the earth again. If you don't reach their level, you can only 

see two rounds of the sun enveloping the center of the sun. You can't see the specific moves at all! 

 

"I'll come here for revenge!" 

 

"The second is the true artifact. The real artifact in your hand can make a Fengshen peak elder of the 

dragon family break through the realm, achieve the goal of sealing the door, and rank in the realm of 

true God. It's good for us to fight against the war in the devil's land. Please hand it over!" 

 

"Anyway, your ancestor is dead!" The elder needs to attack the spirit of the clan at the same time! 

 

Dong Dong Dong!! 

 

Bang bang bang!! 

 

The earth and the earth vibrated violently, the mountains and forests swayed, the lightning cut down, 

and the golden light avalanched, causing the sea area nearby to fluctuate violently. 

 

The following eternal sword spirit, if the Taichu divine light cuts through the heaven and the earth, and 

breaks the space-time rules of the two, but it is seriously damaged. One on two does not occupy the 

advantage. Moreover, Huangpu sword God has fought many times, and now it is exhausted! 

 

"Forever long night turns into a sword!" 

 

"Kill!" 

 

Huangpu sword God made great efforts to cut out a sword, and then said without anger: "running dogs, 

you running dogs in the soul hall, the dragon family wants real artifact. If you don't come by yourself, 

you dog slaves and people from the holy dragon family and the hundred immortals Palace are really 

shameless!" 

 



The voice dropped! 

 

The sword was broken, and then it was severely damaged by the Fengshen elder of the soul hall! 

 

Just before the fall, the frost sword God came out to replace the Huangpu sword God. As soon as the 

other sword gods of wanjian emperor palace wanted to fight, there appeared three gods and warriors of 

the dragon family in the opposite sky. Two top families and two superior forces sent eight gods and 

warriors to besiege wanjian emperor palace! 

 

Eight to five! 

 

Even if the skill is not as good as it is, it has an absolute advantage! 

 

Seeing this, kuohai sword God and white frost sword God can only take back the battered Huangpu 

sword God, but not rush out immediately! 

 

Seeing this scene, the God of the flaming sword looked up to the sky and sighed deeply and powerlessly, 

"if the ancestors of the past were still there, my palace of wanjian emperor would span the three 

regions of northeast, East and central China. How could this be so? How can we be beaten to the door 

and killed tens of thousands of elite disciples, but we can't rescue them! " 

 

Hate! 

 

Only hate the lack of combat power! 

 

I just hate that we haven't recovered the glory of our school. If we gather 18 swordsmen in the past and 

set up the array together, we can be comparable to one or two gods! At that time, there will be a 

chance to win, and will be able to drive back the four forces! 

 

"Too strong..." 

 

Huangpu sword God was eclipsed. 



 

The holy dragon family and the dragon family, while resisting the devil Kingdom, still have spare power 

to attack them! 

 

Fortunately, their palace of wanjian emperor did not follow the orders of the two families to send the 

sword God to the top of the northern region to resist the devil kingdom. Otherwise, it would have been 

defeated if it was attacked like this today! 

 

"How to..." 

 

"Live, not no, just those disciples..." 

 

The white frost sword God sighed and said, "we really want to leave. The five sword gods and the 

sixteen sword worshippers work together. It's not a problem to kill them. It's just our disciples They've 

got it. We won't give up our elite disciples to escape... " 

 

He looked at the eight deities who were flying in the distance, and the frost sword God who was 

gradually falling into the downwind. He murmured to himself: "they didn't make a strong attack. They 

wanted to force us to voluntarily hand over the real artifacts left by our ancestors, and we would not 

hand them over!""At this moment, two more swordsmen!" 

 

"It's not impossible to fight against his eight gods and martial artists in accordance with our school's 

details." 

 

Wanjian emperor palace, five sword gods! 

 

Such a huge sect, only one sword God can fight! 

 

Why? 

 

Because the enemy's Xingqiao realm has more gods and warriors than them! 

 



If they dare to fight with all their strength, the disciples behind them will be slaughtered. If they don't, 

they can only do it one by one and be severely damaged one by one! 

 

No escape! 

 

We can't fight! 

 

There is no way to solve the crisis! 

 

"Two swords..." 

 

"He Dao Jing's elite disciples have been killed and injured What about recovery? " The green sword 

immortal Zun suddenly said: "the palace master, the Supreme Master, many sword masters have fallen 

from our sect, and all of them have left their gods in the palace. If we try our best to revive them, we 

may not be unable to fight!" 

 

"It doesn't work!" 

 

"Even if we use up all the details, the revival of the spirit can only be achieved through the combination 

of Tao and Taoism." The flame sword God said slowly and suddenly asked, "green sword, you said that 

the ice sword has not yet fallen Fifty thousand years ago, he was in the middle of the realm of creation! 

" 

 

Now! 

 

Fifty thousand years later! 

 

Younger martial brother of ice sword in the past, he should also step into the realm of Xingqiao and be 

called the sword God? 

 

"If the younger martial brother Bingjian returns!" 

 



"It can solve the crisis..." Huangpu sword God also said the same thing. One more sword God can fight 

against two weaker deities of the hundred immortals palace, and then the powerful frost sword God can 

resist two Fengshen warriors in the soul hall. The other four, one-on-one, will surely be able to fight 

against the four star orifices of Shenglong family and Shenlong family! 

 

Boom!! 

 

Boom!! 

 

Between words, the sky and the earth change color, thousands of thunder flash, the breath of 

destruction is full of everywhere! 

Chapter 1499 

 

 

 

The God of ice frost sword retreated with one enemy and three enemies. However, he also severely 

damaged a soul clan God worship elder, and nearly killed another Fengshen warrior of the holy dragon 

family! 

 

Whoa!! 

 

Whoa!! 

 

Around wanjiandi palace, there are thousands of divine lights, which condense into a protective cover. It 

is very powerful and can block the attack of the Fengshen warriors for the time being! 

 

The frost sword God stepped into the hall with blood all over his body, collapsed in his chair and began 

to heal. Obviously, the wound was more serious than that of Huangpu sword God. 

 

Seeing such a scene, several sword gods were worried and looked at the green sword immortal one 

after another. 

 



At present, only the return of the ice sword immortal blue snow moon can solve the dilemma? 

 

The green sword immortal Zun stood up and said: "the palace master, the ice sword elder, received a 

disciple a few years ago, named Ye Chen!" 

 

"Ye Chen has seen the spirit body of the ice sword elder. He should know the real body of the ice sword 

elder! What's more, the heaven and earth killing area is full of immortal tools and secret treasures. The 

elder of ice sword has been trapped for 50000 years and should be able to practice. He is likely to be 

promoted to the realm of nature and be called the sword God! " 

 

Qing Jianxian Zun came up with a bold idea and said, "if you can, I think we should close the palace for a 

month for a while, and wait for the recovery of all the elders. One of the elders will take me out of the 

siege and go to find Ye Chen!" 

 

"Let Ye Chen take us to forcibly break into the heaven and earth killing area and rescue the ice sword 

elder!" 

 

"At that time, we two sword gods and a sword master will cooperate with you to kill them, and then we 

can fight them back, or take the opportunity to leave with our disciples!" 

 

"Whether we go to the southern region or to the eastern region, except for the western region, there 

are predecessors in other regions with the title of true God. The two families will not be able to pursue 

us completely!" 

 

"Hide for a while!" 

 

"Wait for the palace master to accept the real artifact and advance to seal the door!" 

 

"At that time, there will be no need to be afraid of the two top families!" 

 

Escape! 

 



Have to escape, so big palace of emperor of swords can only escape! 

 

As soon as this was said, everyone in the hall was silent, and they were all thinking about whether it was 

feasible! 

 

"Good!" 

 

"It's OK, too!" 

 

"The four sword gods, including me, can resist for months with the help of mountain protection array 

and real artifact." The flame sword God looked cautiously at the frost sword God and the green sword 

immortal, and said, "please, you two!" 

 

Say it! 

 

The flame sword God takes out the treasure, shentianye, the demon blood of the former real God! 

 

He handed the frost sword God and said, "please, you two, everything in the palace of wanjian emperor. 

After one month, you can resist them and escort you to leave. Even if you don't find the ice sword 

younger martial brother, you can go to the Phoenix family for help!" 

 

"What an artifact!" 

 

"I'd rather give it to the Phoenix family than give it to them even if I have to give it to them in the end!" 

 

……… 

 

Changes in the northern region! 

 

In the western regions, however, six forces are preparing to hold a grand auction! 



 

Tianjian city has ten days to prepare! 

 

On the seventh day, a young man with a mask came in from the north gate. 

 

The young man with a sword in one hand and a bamboo hat on his back is just like an ordinary folk 

warrior who specializes in hunting and killing low-level monsters. The cultivation of the three layers of 

heaven in the divine kingdom is not very impressive among the many folk warriors who rush into 

Tianjian city! 

 

Even the surrounding area is full of worshippers of Hunyuan! 

 

"At last..." 

 

"I've been on the road for half a month..." 

 

Ye Chen sighed a long time. Seeing the light rain in the sky, he took out the bamboo hat belt behind his 

back, patted the dust on the green robe, and glanced at a large number of martial artists in front of him. 

He thought: "from the jurisdiction of the Beigong family, get to the jurisdiction of the Dugu family!" 

 

"Over 13 million miles!" 

 

"I'm so tired It's still the speed of the boat 

 

With Ye Chen's current speed, it's only a few minutes to go back to China and circle the earth! 

 

I didn't expect that it took half a month to travel from one family to another. The territory was vast and 

the route was dangerous. If ye Chen was not highly cultivated and had high combat power, I'm afraid it 

would have been broken on the way. 

 

Many of them are in the state of mind and even the king! 



 

It doesn't matter to be a city lord or a guard captain in a small remote place. If you want to roam the 

Lingwu continent without the cultivation of Hunyuan state, understanding the law of space, and not 

breaking through the void, it will take a lot of time to cross a region! 

 

"Tianzi pavilion?" 

 

"Di Zi Ge?" 

 

Ye Chen comes to a street corner and looks at the two huge auction houses on the side, which are 

thousands of times larger than the bird's nest in China. However, they are engraved with the same two 

names, "is it difficult to do it? Is the auction going to be held one by one?" 

 

"If there are many auction houses Ye Chen didn't say the sentence " 

 

, but his ideas changed with the time of his journey! 

 

The Dugu family opened the auction on their own!Then you don't have to loot the clan's nest. Grab the 

auction directly! 

 

Grab the treasures from the auction, and then find a place to decorate the heaven and Earth Dragon 

array and let Ji Lin cross the loot? 

 

However, the auction is divided into several sessions. When will the treasures be delivered? 

 

When will the treasures be delivered to the auction house? 

 

What level of auctions are there in different auctions? 

 

All this information has to be investigated! 

 



"What are you doing here, that stupid boy?" 

 

"Call you, speak!" 

 

In Ye Chen's meditation, a young man in Royal robe interrupts Ye Chen's thoughts. He walks slowly, 

looks at Ye Chen with pride, and says coldly, "what have you done with your mask?" 

 

Hua ~ ~ ~ 

 

when the young man in brocade was about to wave his hand to take off Ye Chen's mask, ye Chen 

stepped away and was as fast as lightning! 

 

There was still a flash of thunder around the road, which shocked everyone! 

 

Even a wave of invisible air rushed towards the young man in robes! 

 

The young man's face changed slightly. He saw that ye Chen was just a divine realm. How could he 

expect such power. 

 

What's the matter! 

 

His body faltered, and it was not easy for him to stand firm! 

 

It's a mess to the extreme! 

 

At this moment, the proud eyes of the young people in brocade disappeared. 

 

A surge of invisible anger! 

 

Whoosh!! 



 

Whoosh! 

 

Three middle-aged men jumped forward, their swords came out of their scabbards and aimed at Ye 

Chen. It seemed that they were protecting the young people in robes! 

 

The three middle-aged men are not inferior in their accomplishments. The first one is six layers of 

heaven in the Hunyuan Kingdom, which is quite similar to Zheng Bo. There is a large scar on his cheek, 

which makes him look particularly ferocious. He is also wearing a brocade robe with a short red knife 

carved on his chest, which seems to be a clan costume! 

 

Scar guard motioned Ye Chen and said: "boy, you don't have eyes! How dare you fight back! There are 

two choices for you. You can either cut off your arm or come up to explain the situation. We tiger sword 

Pavilion is not something you can provoke! " 

 

Ye Chen frowns slightly. 

 

He really didn't want to get into trouble. 

 

But what's going on in front of me is so confusing. 

 

"Tiger sword pavilion?" 

 

"I'm sorry, garbage!" 

 

Ye Chen's indifferent voice falls down like this. 

 

No fear! 

Chapter 1500 

 

 



 

Ye Chen of this sect really hasn't heard of it. There are no middle forces or even upper class forces in the 

five regions. It's obviously a lower sect! 

 

Naturally, he didn't care about it. 

 

"You 

 

"How dare you 

 

"I am a young master of tiger sword Pavilion. When others see me, they will bow down and nod. How 

dare you be so arrogant?" The young man's face was completely black. 

 

He naturally has his arrogant capital, because his name is Xiuhu blue! 

 

He is a famous young master of tiger sword Pavilion. 

 

Noble status, gifted! 

 

The scar guard naturally felt the anger of the young master, and his evil spirit broke out. He glared at Ye 

Chen and said, "what a brave man 

 

"I see that your realm is also in the kingdom of God, three layers of heaven!" 

 

"I don't think we dare to punish you for being so arrogant The guard's voice was cold and naked. He 

thought that from ye Chen's clothes and weapons, the other side was just a civilian warrior. I'm afraid he 

didn't have any background when he was young! 

 

Since there is no background! 

 



How dare you be so rampant? 

 

Do you really think they are ants? 

 

They are the top ten tiger sword Pavilion among the 300 clans of Dugu family! 

 

"I'm not interested and I don't want to do it." 

 

Ye Chen is not afraid of the soul clan and the North Palace family. How can he entangle with this kind of 

garbage clan? He carries his hands behind him and turns to leave. 

 

Completely treat people as air. 

 

At this moment, Xiuhu blue and many guards turned black. 

 

They have never been so neglected here! 

 

"Little beast, look for death!" 

 

Hua ~ 

 

a knife was floating in the air, which shocked everyone! 

 

The scar guard's gone! 

 

Ye Chen naturally felt the opportunity to kill, her eyes instantly cold! Just wanted to do it! 

 

All of a sudden, there's a change! A law enforcement officer on the edge pulled out his sword and broke 

the blade awn. He pointed to the scar guard and said, "the auction will be held soon. You should be 

restrained and dare to make trouble again. Don't blame us for being rude!" 



 

Law enforcement! 

 

The law enforcers here are all the accomplishments of Shenwang state and Hunyuan state! 

 

Obviously more powerful than the original Tianling city law enforcement, but also much more 

interesting! 

 

Seeing this, the scar guard sighed, took the knife, and clasped his fist: "I'm sorry, we won't be able to!" 

 

At the next moment, the respectful and polite attitude completely disappeared. He looked at Ye Chen 

fiercely and said, "little beast, you'd better be more careful. The law enforcement in the city has orders. 

No bloody things can happen before the end of the auction. I can't kill you!" 

 

"But it doesn't mean it's over!" 

 

"You can still live!" 

 

"Oh." Ye Chen is totally dismissive and walks away directly. 

 

This time he came here, there were more important things. 

 

Otherwise, I would not wear a mask and try to hide myself. 

 

Before exposure, you'd better inquire about the situation, otherwise it's not easy to start when the soul 

clan or the Dugu family know about it! 

 

On the way! 

 



Ye Chen found many times that there was a God behind him. After he even entered the jurisdiction of 

the Dugu family, he first received an invitation letter from the Dugu family about this grand auction! 

 

The invitation letter makes Ye Chen feel strange. 

 

He killed the son of the Dugu family, and the Dugu family even invited him to participate in the auction? 

 

It's obviously sinister! 

 

What's more, ye Chen also feels that there are Dugu family Hunyuan environment protectors, and even 

he Dao Shenjun is exploring and tracking his own situation! 

 

All right! 

 

Two days ago, ye Chen shielded his breath and pretended to be like this and went to the city. 

 

For example, the number of people who came to the auction to buy a piece of Shenwang ware, such as 

him, could not be searched by Dugu family one by one? As long as you don't do it for a while, the people 

of Dugu family can't find him! 

 

"Well, this boy!" 

 

"I don't know what to do!" Xiuhulan hugs his hand and hums coldly. Obviously, his anger hasn't spread 

yet! 

 

"Young master, don't be angry!" The scar guard showed a gloomy smile and said: "I heard that a group 

of virgins have come to Tianxiang Pavilion recently. Why don't you go and have a try? I heard that some 

of the women were forced to take over. I believe they have a special flavor! " 

 

"Seriously?" Xiuhu Blue's eyes are full of lustre of immorality, and even his body is shaking! 

 



The scar guard's smile deepened, and he continued: "there are all kinds of women, and Tianxiang 

Pavilion always goes to the ordinary residential areas in Tianjian city to search for all kinds of natural 

beauties, all of which have just been captured Keep it fresh and hot... " 

 

"In the evening, let's have a try?" 

 

"Now that you've said it all, let's go!" Master xiuhulan can't help it!"Young master, don't worry!" 

 

"We have to do what the elder arranged first." The scar guard, together with master Hu Lan, and others, 

walked to a building area and said, "elder elder, please arrange us to buy a house in Tianjian city first." 

 

"This time..." 

 

"Our tiger sword Pavilion will deliver a large number of auction treasures, including 20 Hunyuan 

immortal artifacts and 35 Taoist artifacts." 

 

"Some of them are exchanged for some higher level magic tools, which are used by many experts in the 

sect to break through the realm!" 

 

"What's more..." He smiles even more and says, "you can also exchange some thousand year spirit 

ginseng and wanshen autumn grass for nourishing yin and Yang. If you eat these, you can make up for 

the deficit, and maybe you can go further and reach the Hunyuan state." 

 

"Indeed it is!" Xiuhulan, with his eyes shining, thought: "this time, let's buy a big house to store the 

auction items and provide many elders and guardians to live in. But why not store the auctions directly 

in Tianbao pavilion 

 

Scar guard heard this sentence, a burst of heartache, said: "childe, you are stupid!" 

 

He whispered: "young master, do you know how many treasures will be sent by the elder leader this 

time?" 

 



"How much?" 

 

"Isn't it a hundred and ten Hunyuan immortal wares?" Blue Tiger repair. 

 

"It's on the surface..." Scar guard said: "I'm in the family, and I'm seven elders. This time you want to 

come out, I'll follow you and protect the only son of the cabinet master." 

 

"This auction is not as simple as we thought it would be!" 

 

"It seems that there is something wrong with the pavilion leader and the elder. It seems that the wind 

and rain are coming, so the elder specially brings his own team, bringing 300 pieces of God King tools, 27 

pieces of Hunyuan immortal tools, and even seven pieces of special types of Hetao artifact that are not 

needed in the sect at one time!" 

 

"In addition to other immortal materials and top-grade immortal stones, the treasure house is almost 

empty. I'm waiting to exchange this time for some Hedao artifacts that we can use." 


